KeyControl for your Supply Chain
S e c ur it y. Ef f ic ie n c y. Cos t-S av in g s.

InstaKey® Security Systems is the manufacturer of
a comprehensive, managed key control program.

replace all of the locks associated with that key?
•

This program is not just a key system. This program
addresses the keyed access needs of the supply chain

Are you waiting for replacement cores or a locksmith
to rekey each time a key is lost?

•

When a security breach occurs, is there tracking

and reduces the costs and liabilities normally associated

information available that helps your investigation of

with conventional mechanical key systems.

knowing who had access?
•

Do you have a single point of contact or supplier

Many factors arise when considering the best security

managing your lock and key needs that can respond

solution for your supply chain facilities. First and

promptly?

foremost, will always be the safety and security of your
personnel and products. Unfortunately, numerous

No matter how you answered these questions, there is

aspects can contribute to security breaches or safety

probably some opportunity to make changes to your key

concerns at your facilities, against your employees, as

control program in order to enhance security, efficiencies,

well as targeting your products, or more importantly,

and/or reduce costs.

profits.
Most people don’t make keyed security needs a high
Take a moment to ask yourself…

priority until there is a security breach. By not addressing
these needs proactively, emergency rekey costs can

•
•

Are you controlling which personnel have access to

be high, but it is the safety concerns that can result in

which access points?

much larger unforeseen loss from liabilities and shrink. A

When a key is lost or stolen, are you preventing that

KeyControl program from InstaKey can help. Here’s how:

key from being used to enter or access your facilities
without your permission or knowledge?
•

•

When an employee is terminated and fails or refuses
to return their key, do you promptly rekey the facility to

InstaKey KeyControl programs feature restricted keys.

prevent unauthorized use?

These keys cannot be duplicated, and new keys cannot

Does personnel have to have several keys on them

be made without authorization. Key blanks are needed

at all times to gain access to different areas of your

in order to duplicate keys. Restricted key blanks are not

facilities?
•

Are you locking up trucks with high security padlocks
to prevent theft?

•

Control Access

When a Master Key is lost, how expensive is it to

available on the open market, making it impossible to
duplicate a key. With key restriction, issued keys remain
the only keys in circulation. When restricted keys are
returned by transitioning key holders, those keys can
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be reassigned to new key holders without the risk of
a security breach and without the need to spend on
rekeying locks.

Keep Track of Access
If keys are being transitioned between key holders as
employee turnover occurs, keeping track of who has

Rekeying Kits Include:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Sealed, tamper-proof bag
Lubricating dry graphite
Door list and indicator for each Step
Rekeying Instructions
New keys to assign
Step Change Key

access to what becomes important. When a security
breach occurs, you’ll want to have this information
readily available to aid in the investigation. InstaKey’s
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cloud-based key tracking software, SecurityRecords.
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com® streamlines the process of tracking keys like
paper files and standalone software can’t. Audit key
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holders, issue keys digitally, survey sites, keep track of
costs, get program performance reporting and so much
more!
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Adhesive storage
pouch provided
for in-safe storage

Immediate, Cost-Effective Rekeys

Program Partnership

Traditional rekeying methods are expensive and slow,

Other lock and key manufactures are in the business

leaving people and products vulnerable during the

of selling you more brass. Our goal is the opposite.

wait. InstaKey’s user-rekeyable locks have revolutionized

We’d like to sell you as little brass as possible. In order

key system management to provide immediate rekeys

to do that, tight program control is necessary. The

with the turn of a key – and these rekeys come at a

most secure, cost-effective key control programs are

fraction of the cost of a locksmith callout or core swap.

those that are managed proactively. That is exactly

With InstaKey, the cost of a rekey is equivalent to the

what InstaKey does in partnership with our clients.

cost of a new set of keys, even for a master key system.

We’re bringing all the expertise in hardware, key

Cost can be a barrier to rekeying every time it’s needed

tracking software and best practices that 30+ years of

– but not with InstaKey.

experience can offer – and we become an extension of
your team, as a single point of contact. We’ll be here
every step of the way to control costs and help manage
your key system as if it were our own.
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